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February 26th, 2024 through March 3rd, 2024 

CALL TYPE & QUANTITY 

TOTAL CALLS TRAFFIC STOPS MEDICALS FIRE CALLS CRASHES 

158 74 17 3 0 
 

OWI OUID DWLS WARRANT FELONY 

0 0 0 7 1 

 

SUMMARY OF NOTABLE INCIDENTS 

     
Unauthorized Driving Away of Auto (UDAA) 
 
On February 28, 2024 at 7:00 PM officers responded to the 34000 block of 9 mile for a report of a stolen 
vehicle. The victim reported that between 7:00 p.m. on 02/27/24 and 10:00 a.m. on 02/28/2024 a 
Chevrolet Silverado and a U-Dump trailer were stolen. Additionally, another Silverado had been found 
with the door open and ignition broken. Security cameras were reviewed, however they showed nothing 
of evidentiary value. Currently there is no suspect description, and the case has been forwarded to the 
detective bureau.  
 
Malicious Destruction of Property (MDOP) 
 
On March 02, 2024 at approximately 12:45 p.m. officers took a front desk report from a victim who 
reported that their vehicle had been keyed in the parking area the night prior on Thomas St. The victim 
was able to provide security footage from a business that captured the suspect, a male in his 60’s who 
can be seen dragging a key along the driver side door of the victim’s vehicle. Officers conducted follow 
up and located a person matching the suspect’s image. Officers were able to ID and interview him. The 
case is being forwarded to the prosecutor’s office for warrant review.     
 
Larceny 
 
On March 02, 2024 at approximately 06:15 p.m. officers were dispatched to the 32000 block of Grand 
River for the report of a larceny. Officers met with the victim who reported that two packages were 
delivered to the mailbox. When the victim arrived home, she noted that the packages were not there. 
The victim did not have cameras and there is currently no suspect description. The case has been 
forwarded to the detective bureau.    
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